
Doing it differently 
– a workshop for art educators



Mind your mind

Actual listening takes place when we 
listen with our background & images 
of the past
Based on Jiddu Krishnamurti’s text on 
Philosophy of life



Dear teacher,
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

Table1 Table2
Table3



My art class, my expectations

Subject specific skills(drawing, colouring etc.) 
Act of doing(for fun/joy)
Dialogue
Naturalistic representation
Finished product 
Experiential learning
Decoration 
Excellence
Awareness, advocacy & activism
Trans-disciplinary
Sustenance
Other qualities like curiosity, inquiry & creative expression
Nurturing values-rights, responsibilities & duties

Art education to Arts in 
education
Teacher versus Educator
Art Teacher to  Artist 
Educator



Maslow’s law of hierarchy



Teacher – learner’s Prior knowledge





Developing a lesson-plan
What will be done? – the 
topic/theme
Why? - The relevance or the context
How? - How the particular “What? 
Why?” will be introduced? Which 
aspects of it?
What will the learner do based on 
the “What? Why? How?” - The 
activity
What will the learner learn? – The 
learning outcome. How is this 
learning helpful for the learner? 
Where will it be applied – the 
actual situations?ASK U (application – skill – knowledge – understanding)



MODULE MAKE-UP

-Establishing connection between learner’s prior 
knowledge & particular example chosen
-Examples from Art History (Indian and world); can be 
local crafts and art practices also
-Including elements from other subjects taught; from 
learner’s immediate environment
-Using material beyond art stationary
-Using multiple ways of seeing, experiencing & doing
-Visits to different places and spaces of interest in your 
city-parks, monuments, book fairs, museums, galleries, 
-To tell stories about art and artists; the world they 
inhabit/inhabited
-To not talk about art but geography, history, 
mathematics, science
-To engage in value based teaching- related to learner’s 
emotional state and behavioral pattern
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Moving beyond the verticals 
& horizontals 



Anatomy of a dot

Prior knowledge
Distinct timelines

Artists, art movements & styles we 
saw/engaged with:
A line is a dot that went for a walk - Paul Klee 
(1910)
Dots in Pointillism (1886 approx.)
Dots in folk art - Gond& Australian Aboriginal
Dots as Polka (Pop art) (1950)
Dots as bindi in Bharti Kher's work (1995 
onwards)



Children’s work 
samples



Anatomy of Dot at Auxillium School, Goa
part of Serendipity Arts Festival 



Let’s work on this



Designs by Swati
Dayal
(Artist, Sahjo)

Colour wheel, 
Gradation, Material, 
Age group, 
Crafts/skills , Product



Let’s work on 
this



The spirit of constant inquiry & the feeling 
of discomfort can bring forth creative 
intelligence. To keep this spirit alive is 

cumbersome task. Most people do not 
want their children to have this kind of 

intelligence, the reason being the 
uncomfortability they have to face when 

the established values are questioned.
-Jiddu Krishnamurti

Thank you


